Abstract-Tremor is a rapid involuntary movement often seen in patients with neurological conditions such as multiple sclerosis and Parkinson's disease. This debilitating oscillation can be suppressed by applying functional electrical stimulation (FES) within a closed-loop control system. However, conventional implementations use classical control methods and have proved capable of only limited performance. This paper establishes the feasibility of embedding repetitive control (RC) action to exploit the capability of learning from experience to completely suppress tremor at the wrist via FES regulated co-contraction of wrist extensors/flexors. A nonlinear model structure and associated identification procedure are first proposed to guarantee stability and performance of the RC system. Then a linearizing control approach is developed to facilitate transparent RC design, together with a mechanism to preserve patients' voluntary intention. Experimental evaluation is performed with both unimpaired and neurologically impaired participants using a validated wristrig. For the former group, a novel electromechanical system is employed to induce tremor artificially. Results are benchmarked against a well-known classical filtering technique to establish the efficacy of the RC approach. These confirm that the proposed control system with the developed model identification procedure can increase tremor suppression by 43.3% compared with conventional filtering. In addition, the mechanism reduces the interference of RC action with voluntary motion by 20.2% compared with conventional filtering.
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I. INTRODUCTION
T REMOR presents as a rhythmic, approximately periodic and involuntarily oscillation of a body part, and manifests as a symptom of neurological disorders, occurring in over 50% of multiple sclerosis (MS) and 75% of Parkinson's disease cases. Intention tremor is frequently diagnosed within MS patients and occurs in the distal joints of the upper limb such as the wrist or fingers, and typically has a frequency between 2-5 Hz [1] , [2] . Caused by malfunction of feedforward loops within the central nervous system [3] , tremulous movement often results in serious impairment of functional abilities which may contribute to feelings of social isolation and depression [4] . Due to its prevalence and impact, suppression of tremor has been a popular research area for many years. Invasive interventions to suppress tremor have inherent risks and are expensive [5] - [7] , while medication has not provided effective treatment [8] . Other nonpharmacological methods include tremor suppressing orthoses [9] , [10] , limb cooling [11] , vibration therapy [12] , and adding limb weights [13] . However, they also give rise to significant difficulties and adverse effects. For example, slowness and fatigue in performing the task are inevitable outcomes of limb cooling due to the slowing down of nerve conduction and muscle spindle activity. Moreover, such methods also cause a decrease in maximum achievable voluntary forces. Adding weights to relevant body parts also leads to accelerated muscle fatigue. Tremor suppressing orthoses are electromechanical systems comprised of actuators and sensors. The presence of these devices is extremely inconvenient when performing daily life activities, causing fatigue, obstructing range of movement, and generating feelings of selfconsciousness due to their large size. Hence, integration into patients' daily lives is challenging.
An alternative approach is to use functional electrical stimulation (FES) to suppress tremor. FES provides muscle contraction through artificial excitation of nerves. This contraction is triggered by low-level electrical impulses that are transmitted through surface electrodes adhered to the skin over the relevant muscles. This technique is generally applied in a closed-loop feedback arrangement where the electrical stimulation input stimulates muscles in anti-phase with respect to the tremulous motion. However, effective suppression depends strongly on how accurately the level and timing of FES applied to the appropriate muscles are regulated by the controller.
In [14] , conventional high-pass and bandpass filters were applied in closed-loop to suppress tremor at the wrist or elbow joint. Testing was conducted with MS patients who were divided into three groups according to their tremor type. Experimental results showed that essential, Parkinsonian, and intention tremor could be reduced by 73%, 62%, and 38%, respectively. However, the model used to design the filters was not identified individually, resulting in poor control performance, particularly in intention tremor. In [15] , a fuzzy logic controller combined with proportionalderivative action was developed. Simulation results showed that tremor was suppressed by 85% but were not supported by experimental evidence. In [16] , a proportional-integral controller was implemented to alter joint impedance by means of FES to suppress tremor, and modest reduction was achieved. Impedance-based approaches [17] , [18] use FES-induced muscle co-contraction to increase the stiffness and viscosity of an antagonist muscle pair, thereby reducing tremor amplitude. These have the advantage of simplicity, and may reduce possible involuntary reaction to changing FES. However, modifying muscle properties inevitably leads to reducing the magnitude response of the joint at low frequencies so that more voluntary muscle force is needed to perform activities and this increasing demand results in greater muscle fatigue. This is in addition to fatigue caused directly by the FES. The increased joint impedance therefore brings about a change in the patient's voluntary motor control, which is reflected by an adaption phase being observed in experimental studies [18] .
All classical feedback systems have been found to modify the system's dynamic response below 1 Hz, and thereby distort the intended motion to some extent. This effect is generally proportionate to the effort expended by the controller in suppressing the tremor, and may also be overshadowed by the perceived improvement in voluntary motion due to reduction in tremor at higher frequencies. Classical feedback systems also introduce large high-frequency stimulation transients that cause significant discomfort [19] .
To enforce complete tremor suppression without directly modifying the joint dynamics necessitates embedding an internal model of the periodic disturbance within the control structure prior to ensuring closed-loop asymptotic stability [20] , which is equivalent to applying repetitive control (RC). This paper develops a rigorous, general framework for implementing RC-based FES tremor suppression. This framework includes a linearizing procedure, and a mechanism to preserve the patient's voluntary motion. This mechanism employs a general class of RC, together with a zero-phase high-pass (ZPHP) filter to preserve voluntary movement at low frequencies and prevent FES from producing large high-frequency stimulation transients which would cause discomfort. Since RC requires a model of the underlying dynamics of the affected body part, this paper also provides a system identification procedure, prior to the derivation of appropriate RC forms [21] . To illustrate the framework and show its generality with respect to underlying RC forms, two RC algorithms are proposed and compared against classical feedback control design approaches. Experimental evaluation is undertaken using a wrist rig that has previously been validated to detect changes in upper limb function. In the first phase of this paper, tests are undertaken on neurologically intact participants and, therefore, an innovative electromechanical system is introduced to induce tremor artificially. Each participant completes three consecutive tests to quantify: 1) the effect of induced tremor on voluntary task completion; 2) the capability of FES to suppress induced tremor; and 3) the effect of FES on voluntary motion. In the second phase of the study, tests are undertaken on a neurologically impaired participant.
Note that a specific RC scheme was proposed for FES-based tremor suppression in [22] . This established feasibility, but had substantial limitations. 1) A single simplistic lumped-parameter model structure was specified (with only six scalar parameters in total). 2) A method of retaining voluntary effort was outlined, but there was neither theoretical justification nor experimental implementation. 3) An ad hoc time-consuming model identification procedure ill-suited to clinical practice was required to identify each parameter in turn, and no evidence was given to support model accuracy. 4) A single RC scheme was considered which was not of a general form, and has been shown to be structurally inefficient [23] . 5) No analysis or stability proofs were given. 6) No experimental tests were conducted to compare different controllers or tuning parameters. This paper rigorously addresses all these issues, and in particular embeds the novel contributions: 1) fully parameterized muscle and rigid body dynamics; 2) multiple methods to incorporate voluntary motion; 3) a validated identification procedure suitable for clinical use; 4) a design procedure encompassing a broad class of RC schemes; 5) stability and robustness proofs with and without ZPHP filtering; 6) comparative experimental results between multiple RC forms and the leading conventional design; 7) evaluation on neurologically intact participants using a novel, improved method for artificially inducing tremor; and 8) validation on a neurologically impaired participant to demonstrate effectiveness and potential for clinical deployment. This paper is organized as follows. Section II presents a model and identification procedure to capture the relevant limb dynamics. Section III introduces a general RC design framework, and illustrates its application with two popular RC approaches. Section IV further develops the framework to ensure the patient's voluntary intention is preserved. Section V summarizes an experimental test procedure with results given in Section VI to evaluate the controllers. Section VII presents conclusions, and the directions for future research are provided in Section VIII.
II. TREMULOUS WRIST MODEL
Previous FES tremor suppression research has almost exclusively focused on the wrist due to its importance in daily life activities and since intention tremor affects distal joints more strongly than proximal joints [24] , [25] . The underlying dynamics of this joint in response to both tremor and FES are illustrated in Fig. 1 , where FCR and ECR denote flexor carpi radialis and extensor carpi radialis muscles, respectively. The model comprises rigid body dynamics characterizing mass, inertia, damping and stiffness properties of limb segments, in combination with a Hill-type model representing the response of muscle to tremor, and applied FES. Among a variety of models for the latter [26] - [29] , a Hammerstein structure will be assumed due to its popularity in the literature [29] , confirmed accuracy, structural simplicity, and correspondence with biophysics. The rigid body dynamics are commonly considered to exhibit linear elasticity and damping, an assumption that has been experimentally verified in previous research [30] - [32] . This yields the following model definition. 
An additional component can be added at the beginning of the model in Fig. 1 to mimic natural muscle coactivation, and it is here modeled by a function relating the FES signals to a single control input, defined by
with co-activation levels u c,fcr , u c,ecr ∈ R + . Here a maximum pulsewidth of 300μs is assumed, based on that used in commercial stimulators, and the range known to provide comfortable contraction [33] . This modulates mechanical impedance to maintain postural stability and is the method by which the central nervous system naturally activates antagonistic muscles during task performance [34] , [35] .
The following proposition addresses selection of co-activation parameters and will be needed in later control development.
Proposition 1: Let the co-activation levels be chosen to satisfy h IRC,fcr (u c,fcr ) = h IRC,ecr (u c,ecr ). Then the function
is continuous and monotonic increasing over the domain
Proof: Inserting (1) into (2) gives 
The identification problem can then be stated as follows.
Definition 2 (Identification Problem):
Consider the stimulated wrist system defined by Definition 1, and let its constituent components be explicitly parametrized by θ . Given a set of sampled input-output data {u(k), y(k)} k=1,...,N , the identification problem is to find optimal parameter estimatê
whereŷ(k|k − 1) is the one-step-ahead predicted output associated with the assumed model description
with a zero mean disturbance ν. The identification problem can be solved by assuming the following component forms which are motivated by the model set-up and co-activation parameter selection of Proposition 1.
Theorem 1: Let the components within the wrist model defined by Definition 1 be represented by the general forms
with recruitment curve monotonicity conditions embedded as
and the general N p -period tremor description
where N f is the highest harmonic. Then the identification problem of Definition 2 is solved by the iterative algorithm defined in [21] to produce the optimal parameter vector
Proof: See [21] . Remark 1: The model and identification forms can be extended to capture the case in which the tremulous muscle activity affects the recruitment characteristics of the FCR and ECR muscles during stimulation. In this case the recruitment function will have formĥ IRC (u, δ) where δ is the N p -periodic signal formed by unknown tremulous signals δ fcr and δ erc [36] . The periodic form means that, without loss of generalitŷ
, in which i is the period index of sample k, and the extended parameter vector (7) and (10), respectively, in Theorem 1, with N p -periodic termh IRC (δ) absorbed into d(θ ). Theorem 1 then only requires a minor extension of the identification procedure of [21] to hold for this more general characterization of tremor. This is easily managed by partitioning data sets, but inevitably will require longer identification tests. Note that the controller proposed in Section III is unchanged (but h −1 IRC (·) will be time-varying). Remark 2: Extensions are also possible if the neural dynamics producing δ also depend on the applied FES. In principle, the model and identification procedure could be expanded and either: 1) suitable compensation applied to cancel/linearize their effect and/or 2) the RC redesigned using an augmented system model that embeds the additional neural dynamics. Identifying an accurate model of the neural dynamics is a highly challenging task, however, there exist adaptive RC frameworks that can address this issue, as discussed further in Section VIII.
Having defined and identified the system from experimental data, the control strategy is developed in the next section.
III. TREMOR SUPPRESSION USING RC
The control strategy introduced next combines linearizing control action with RC, in which design of the latter is considerably simplified through application of the former.
Theorem 2: Consider the RC action
with F(q) taking the form
where β ≤ N p + 1, applied to the system of Definition 1 with components satisfying Proposition 1 and Theorem 1. Then N p -periodic disturbance d is completely rejected if and only if transfer function F(q) is chosen such that the roots of
are all inside the unit circle. A sufficient condition is given by
or equivalently, in the frequency domain by
assuming that 1 − P(q)F(q) is internally stable. Proof: The identified forms (7), (8) guarantee that h IRC (u) is monotonically increasing and hence has an inverse h
Having applied this function, the standard linear RC system with form
generates the control action (11) . This has a sufficient condition for complete disturbance rejection given by (14) , as shown in [37] , or condition (15) , as shown in [38] and [39] . The tremulous wrist model of Definition 1 and control action of Theorem 2 result in the system shown in Fig. 1 . In the necessary condition for monotonic convergence (15) , the term |1 − P(e j ω )F(e j ω )| dictates how rapidly frequency component ω ∈ [0, π] of the error diminishes to zero. Hence to obtain the fastest learning rate, F(q) should be selected as the right inverse of the linear dynamics P(q). However, this is often infeasible due to instability that occurs when the true plant differs from P(q) due to the presence of effects such as fatigue and spasticity [39] .
In practice, choosing F(q) to satisfy (14) or (15) is challenging, especially if the system has zeros outside the unit circle. The following methods, namely, frequency modified inverse RC (FMI-RC) and gradient-based RC (GB-RC), have been selected from the many available RC variants because of their track record in experimental effectiveness, attractive robustness properties, and ease of implementation [37] , [39] . (12) . This is achieved by minimizing the cost function
where
..,L is an appropriate set of frequencies selected from 0 to f N = 1/2T . The solution, φ * , to (17) is given by φ * = −1 where
and M(ω) and ϕ(ω) are the magnitude and phase of P(q), respectively. It is further shown in [40] that computation of φ * over a suitably wide range of α and β values, together with introduction of a frequency weighting to (17) can be utilized to increase learning over specified frequency ranges. This effectively enables the designer to transparently manipulate selection of F(q) in the frequency domain in order to compute an approximation of the inverse of P(q) which attempts to satisfy (15) , however, no guarantee of success is possible.
2) Gradient-Based RC : Algorithm 2: Condition (15) is satisfied by choosing α = β = N p in (12), together with (20) in which h i are the Markov parameters of P(q) with h i = 0 ∀i > N p , and γ selected as
To see this note that the choice (20) is equivalent to setting
Substituting (22) into the left-hand side of (15) yields
and it follows that selection (21) satisfies (15) . The gradientbased RC update is described in RC [37] which establish its attractive robustness and convergence properties.
Remark 3:
The assumption in Algorithm 2 that h i = 0 ∀i > N p can be addressed through the introduction of appropriate feedback action, e.g., deadbeat control and poleplacement. Plant P(q) is then replaced by the resulting closed-loop structure. Note that evaluating (22) approximates a plant inverse at low frequencies, but the learning rate reduces for higher frequencies. This embeds robustness to plant uncertainty into the RC structure, which is discussed further in [37] .
IV. INTERFERENCE OF RC WITH VOLUNTARY MOTION
Section III proposed a control strategy for complete tremor suppression at the wrist. However, it is possible that the control action of Theorem 2 may interfere with patients' ability to extend or flex their wrist voluntarily, and thereby impair their performance of functional activities. To examine whether the proposed RC scheme has any undesirable effect on voluntary motion, the following assumptions are necessary.
A1. Voluntary wrist movement occurs at frequencies less than 1 Hz, as shown in [41] . A2. Involuntary movement associated with intention tremor occurs at a single frequency between 2 and 5 Hz, as shown in [1] and [2] . A3. Voluntary action manifests as an additive signal, v, appearing in the summation blocks within Fig. 1 that preceed H L AD . This is consistent with the underlying mechanism assumed to produce the tremor signal d.
A. Distortion of Voluntary Intention
Suppose the control action of Theorem 2 is applied to suppress tremor while voluntary action v is also exerted by the patient. Then the distortion in the intended movement is
where y v = P(q)v and y = S(q)v with
It follows that to minimize the distortion (23), a necessary and sufficient condition is that the control action of Theorem 2 must satisfy:
|S(e j ω )| = |P(e j ω )|, and S(e j ω ) = P(e j ω ). (25) Theorem 3: It is impossible for any F(q) satisfying either (14) or (15) to satisfy either condition (25) . It follows that there exists v such that y v = 0.
Proof: Equation (24) can be rewritten as
It is then obvious that |S(e j ω )| approaches 0 as ω → 0 for all F(q) satisfying either (14) or (15), and hence never satisfies (25) since lim ω→0
|P(e j ω )| = 0.
B. Distortion Elimination
This section proposes a method to address the interference of the controller with the voluntary movement that is established in Theorem 3. This is achieved by adding a ZPHP filter, F H (q), in series with the RC action. The placement of F H (q) is shown in Fig. 1 , and its implementation requires replacing C(q) = F(q)(q N p − 1) −1 with the more general expression
The aim is to shape the frequency response of the closedloop system at low frequencies in order to satisfy (25) , while preserving tremor suppression at higher frequencies. Theorem 4: Suppose the control action of Theorem 2 is implemented with F(q) satisfying either (14) or (15) . Then suppose an ideal noncausal ZPHP filter, F H (q), with cutoff frequency ω c and characteristic
is added immediately following F(q), as shown in Fig. 1 .
Then (25) (26) is replaced by
where V (q) = (1 + P(q)C(q)) −1 with C(q) given by (27) . Due to the frequency response characteristic (28), the frequency response of V (q) is
∀ω ∈ [0, ω c ], so that the magnitude and phase responses of (29) equate to |P(q)| and P(q), respectively. It follows that an ideal ZPHP filter satisfies (25) 
since F H (e j ω ) = 0 and |F H (e j ω )| = 1, ∀ω ∈ (ω c , π]. Hence, the RC convergence criterion for the augmented system is satisfied over the involuntary frequency range.
Remark 4:
Since an ideal ZPHP filter requires an infinite amount of data to obtain the desired characteristic (28) , it must be realized instead by the finite length approximation
with a cutoff frequency ω c , in which 2N H + 1 is the filter length. This must be chosen to satisfy N H ≤ N p − β + 1 to ensure that control action C(q), given by (27) , is proper and therefore causal. The next section illustrates how to apply Theorem 4 using the specific RC designs of Section III.
C. Application of Theorem 4 to RC Design
Remark 4 indicates that filter parameter N H must be suitably large to realize characteristics (28) within Theorem 4. However, this restricts the parameter β needed to satisfy (14) and (15) within the same theorem. This section provides guidelines for satisfying Theorem 4 for the case of the two RC approaches considered previously, enabling the designer to balance the competing objectives.
For Algorithm 1 of FMI-RC, β is prescribed by the designer. For the system forms typically encountered in the present application, reducing β makes it increasingly difficult to produce a suitable inverse which satisfies (14) and (15) . However, this observation does not hold for all system types.
For Algorithm 2 of GB-RC, β is dictated by the impulse response length of P(q). Decreasing β causes the assumption in Algorithm 2 to be replaced by h i = 0 ∀i > β and results in increasing difficulty to fulfill the assumption. However, by applying Remark 3, this effect can be reduced by the introduction of an appropriate feedback action.
D. Effect of Nonideal ZPHP Filter on Convergence
The restriction on N H highlighted in Remark 4 means that the realized ZPHP filter F H (ω) will have ripples in its magnitude response within the passband ∀ω ∈ (ω c , π]. To investigate the effect of this deviation in unity magnitude, F H (ω) can be introduced into convergence criterion (15) and routine analysis applied to yield the sufficient convergence condition
Since (15) holds, the right side of (32) can be shown to satisfy
cos( (P(e j ω )F(e j ω )))
Design of F can therefore transparently manipulate bound (32) and can guarantee it holds for any ripple magnitude. For example, in the case of GB-RC (32) becomes
and γ can always be reduced to ensure it is satisfied.
Remark 5:
This section has proposed a method in which low frequency voluntary motion may be preserved, while high frequency tremor is suppressed. Within the RC structure, this separation can be achieved with zero phase distortion, however, in common with all frequency-based designs, voluntary motion is inevitably affected if the frequency ranges overlap. The structure of RC can address this problem by modifying the current internal model (i.e., I M(q) = (q N p − 1) −1 ) so that it only learns periodic signals that are known to correspond to tremulous motion (rather than all periodic signals, as is currently the case). A simple example is an N p -periodic sinewave (in which case I M(q) = (q 3 − 2.996 q 2 + 2.996 q − 1) −1 ), but any form of signal (or groups of signal) can be incorporated in a straightforward manner [42] . Using this modified internal model with the remaining design procedure unchanged thereby minimizes the controller's interference with voluntary motion above ω c , while still ensuring complete tremor suppression.
V. EXPERIMENTAL TEST PROCEDURE
A systematic experimental approach has been designed to investigate the feasibility of the FES-based tremor suppression system using RC. Ethical approval was obtained from the University of Southampton, Southampton, U.K. (Ethics and Research Governance Online Ref: 16530). In Phase 1 of the study four unimpaired people were recruited, each satisfying the following criteria: 1) no motor dysfunction or diagnosed systemic conditions; 2) no pacemakers/attached electronic equipment; 3) no cognitive/visual impairments; 4) no diagnosed skin disorder; and 5) able to provide informed consent. In Phase 2, a single person with MS (PwMS) was recruited using criteria 2)-5), together with a stable presentation of intention tremor primarily affecting the distal joints. All participants gave written informed consent.
A. Testing Apparatus 1) Wrist Rig:
A wrist rig was employed that has been specifically designed and validated to detect changes in upper limb function [43] . The participant's arm was supported by two Velcro straps wrapped around the top and bottom of the elbow, and by a foam splint supporting the forearm, as shown in Fig. 2 . This prevented any confounding movement of the arm so all movements were limited to the wrist joint. The rig was designed to present tracking tasks to patients and assess their performance in completing them. To do this, it includes 80 LED lights spaced at 2°increments measuring an arc of wrist joint movement from 80°flexion to 80°e xtension. The angle of the wrist, y was measured by a potentiometer aligned with wrist flexion/extension and was recorded by real-time hardware (dSpace 1103). Then analysis was conducted in MATLAB. The real-time hardware also implemented the proposed control scheme which generated FES signals, u fcr and u ecr . These comprised 5-V pulsewidth modulation (PWM) sequences which were fed to the commercial FES device. 
2) FES Device:
The output stage of a voltage-controlled Odstock four-channel neuromuscular stimulator was used to amplify PWM pulse trains to form 40-Hz biphasic waveforms.
3) Induced Tremor: As the Phase 1 feasibility tests were conducted with unimpaired participants, it was necessary to induce tremor artificially at realistic frequencies. This was done by modifying the wrist rig to include a mechanical system driven by a geared dc motor. This system consisted of three units, a brushed dc motor (Beijing V.T.V) equipped with a gearbox of 5:1 gear ratio and 1.28-Nm power at 360 r/min, and a dc power supply to drive the motor and a motor controller (Maxon Motor ESCON). The motor torque was transmitted through a shaft to the link connected with the molded splint on which participants placed their wrist and hand as shown in Fig. 3 . Thus the wrist and hand oscillated when the motor applied torque at the desired frequency. The motor controller ensured the torque was independent of speed in order to match the model assumption of Definition 1 that tremulous motion manifests as the involuntary muscle torque d. The motor was disconnected during the subsequent Phase 2 PwMS tests.
B. Data Collection Procedure 1) Test Setup:
Participants placed their right arm into the wrist rig's adjustable padded armrest. The length of the armrest was adjusted to allow the wrist joint to be aligned directly over the potentiometer to ensure the wrist joint angle was accurately measured. Using standard guidelines [44] , two sets of PALS plus adhesive 5 × 5 cm surface electrodes were placed on the forearm to stimulate the FCR and ECR muscles and connected to the corresponding outputs of the Odstock stimulator. The amplitude level of each channel was individually set to a maximum value which did not cause discomfort to participants while the maximal pulsewidth (300 μs) was applied.
2) Control Design/Parameter Selection: The sampling frequency was set to 200 Hz (T = 0.005 s). During the Phase 1 tests, an artificial tremor of frequency f p = 2 Hz (N p = 100) was induced using the mechanical system. This frequency was chosen since the power spectrum of EMG signals measured from patients with intention tremor typically shows that tremor has a dominant frequency between 2-5 Hz [45] .
a) Identification of wrist model: In the case of Phase 2 tests, the tremor frequency was first identified via discrete Fourier transform (DFT). In order to identify the wrist model using Theorem 1, an input u comprising a set of sine waves that spanned the frequency range from 0.2 to 4 Hz was applied to both muscle groups and the angular position y of the wrist joint was acquired. Following Theorem 1, the input-output data were then used to identify the model components P(q) and h IRC . To quantify accuracy, a validation test was conducted in which the set of input sequences was reapplied and the model used to predict the response.
b) RC control design: Having obtained the model, the control approach of Theorem 4 was applied. To suppress tremor, y ref was chosen to be 0. First, RC was designed without a ZPHP filter. In this case, β ≤ N p = 100 was selected and RC forms were designed to satisfy either (14) or (15) . Then the ZPHP filter F H (q) of Theorem 4 was designed using N H = 50 and a cutoff frequency of ω c = 1.2 Hz, following the guidelines of Remark 4. RC forms were modified with the more restrictive condition N H ≤ N p − β + 1 = 51. Thus Theorem 4 was satisfied for both RC Algorithms 1 and 2. The coefficients of F H (q) were obtained from the convolution of the impulse response of a sixth-order high-pass Butterworth filter with itself. The frequency response of the ZPHP filter is shown in Fig. 4 , which approximates the desired response given by (28) within Theorem 4.
To illustrate the design procedure, frequency responses of the relationship between v and y are shown in Fig. 5 with and without the ZPHP filter F H (q) [corresponding to (26) and (29), respectively]. Comparison with P(q) reveals that RC without employing the ZPHP filter has a marked interference with voluntary motion. This interference would cause RC to provide high stiffness in the low frequency region. Therefore, participants may be expected to have difficulty in moving their wrist, thereby impairing wrist function. In contrast, it is apparent from Fig. 5 that employing the ZPHP filter in RC can satisfy (25) , thereby leading to minimal interference with voluntary motion at frequencies less than 1 Hz. c) Conventional filter design: The proposed control structures were compared with the leading conventional filtering technique comprising a high-pass filter (HPF) placed in the feedback path. Design requirements were chosen to correspond to those previously employed for tremor suppression [19] . In particular, a sixth order Butterworth-type HPF was implemented due to its flat magnitude response, with an order and cutoff frequency chosen to guarantee a maximum closedloop gain in the range of 2-5 Hz (to suppress tremor) and a minimum gain and phase lag in the 0-1-Hz range (to preserve voluntary action).
3) Data Collection: In Phase 1 of the study, the following tests were performed to fully evaluate the control approaches (with and without the ZPHP filter).
T1. Tracking task with neither induced tremor nor FES. T2. Tracking task with induced tremor but without FES.
T3. Tracking task with induced tremor and FES.
Tracking Test T1 comprised a step-tracking task [43] , in which participants were instructed to flex or extend their wrist to track the position indicated by the LEDs which were illuminated in a pseudorandom pattern. Each LED was lit for 6 s and the test lasted for 40 s. Tracking Test T2 examined the effect of induced tremor on participant's ability to perform the same tracking task. Tracking Test T3 examined the capability of FES to suppress the induced tremor while preserving participants' ability to perform the voluntary task.
FES recruits fast-twitch muscle fibers before slow-twitch fibers which increases the rate of fatigue [46] , therefore a rest of 5 min took place after each test, a time frame recommended for patients with disability [4] . A training session was carried out for each participant on the day prior to testing in order to familiarize them with the test procedure and allow them to become accustomed to FES. In this session participants undertook Tracking Tests T1 and T2 at least three times, with a rest period of 2 min between each test. This enabled them to practice tracking reference paths in both tremor scenarios (i.e., where induced tremor was absent and present). Then the stimulation inputs used in the identification procedure were applied to their relevant muscles to get them used to FES. On the following day, the test session took place and the aforementioned tests were performed. Due to the many tests, each was performed only once, but control parameters were varied to fully explore achievable performance.
In Phase 2 of the study, the test procedure was identical except that Test T1 was omitted and no tremor was induced.
4) Data Analysis:
To quantify both tremor suppression and preservation of voluntary intention during tests T2 and T3, their outputs, y must be compared with the ideal response to the tracking task (termed y v ). In Phase 1, this was provided by Test T1, and in Phase 2 an average of the Phase 1 y v signals was used (since Test T1 cannot be performed with PwMS). Then the norm of the output over the involuntary frequency range is used to quantify tremor suppression, and is denoted by
which follows from Assumption A.1 since y v is zero over the frequency range ω ∈ (ω c , π]. The following norm over the voluntary frequency response was used to quantify the preservation of voluntary intention, and is denoted by:
The above frequency components of y were obtained via DFT and subsequent inverse DFT analysis for the corresponding frequency regions. To allow more transparent interpretation, (34) and (35) were scaled by 1/ √ N to yield RMSE values, where N is the total sample number (= 40/T ).
VI. RESULTS
The mean fitting accuracy of the model validation tests of Section V-B2 was 58.6% across Phase 1 participants (Participants 1, 2, 3, and 4) and 61.2% for the PwMS in Phase 2. These were lower than the results of the previous study [21] . The extensive tests in [21] show that selection of higher order components within the model can be used to increase accuracy, however, this comes at the price of needing much longer identification tests. Therefore, it was decided to keep the aforementioned model forms in order to more thoroughly assess the robust performance of RC in suppressing tremor.
A. Effectiveness of RC Algorithms on Tremor Suppression
In this section, the first RC design (without employing the ZPHP filter F H ) is evaluated. A representative result from Phase 1 tracking Test T1 is shown in Fig. 6 and confirms that voluntary action contains only frequencies contents below 1 Hz, and results in accurate completion when tremor is absent. A representative result from tracking Test T2 is also shown in Fig. 6 and confirms that the induced tremor manifests as an oscillation of f p = 2 Hz in conjunction with voluntary action. Fig. 6 also shows wrist joint position data acquired from Tracking Test T3. To quantify these results, values of the suppression and voluntary interference norm (34) and (35), respectively, are given in Table I . For each participant, Tracking Test T3 was repeated several times for different controller parameters to explore the balance between tremor suppression and voluntary interference. Tests were halted if the participant experienced any discomfort. To aid comparison, the results in Table I are sorted in descending order of y t without the ZPHP filter. Representative results for the PwMS in Phase 2 In Participant 2, FMI-RC suppresses involuntary movements by up to 93% (reducing y t from 0.1790 to 0.0119) while GB-RC suppresses involuntary movements by up to 92% (reducing y t from 0.1790 to 0.0144). However, the largest suppression in tremor amplitude is less in other participants. In Participant 1, FMI-RC and GB-RC can suppress tremor by up to 91% (reducing y t from 0.1407 to 0.0128) and by up to 87% (reducing y t from 0.1407 to 0.0188), respectively. Tremor suppression provided by FMI-RC in Participant 4, which is found as 90% (reducing y t from 0.2266 to 0.0545), is very close to that in Participant 1. The lowest suppression in FMI-RC approach is found as 89% in Participant 3 (reducing y t from 0.1249 to 0.0137). In addition, GB-RC approach can suppress tremor in Participant 3 and Participant 4 by around 80%. The PwMS results in Phase 2 show levels of suppression for FMI-RC of up to 89% (reducing y t from 0.1208 to 0.0132) and for GB-RC of up to 82% (reducing y t from 0.1208 to 0.0216). These are similar to the Phase 1 results. Table I indicates that HPF exhibits a decrease of 71% (reducing y t from 0.1790 to 0.0524) and 51% (reducing y t from 0.2266 to 0.2018) in tremor amplitude in Participant 2 and Participant 4, respectively. In addition, the poorest performance of HPF is obtained in Participant 1 with the tremor suppression of 28% (reducing y t from 0.1407 to 0.1016) and the highest is obtained in Participant 3 with 89% (reducing y t from 0.1249 to 0.0143) tremor suppression. The PwMS result of 55% (reducing y t from 0.1208 to 0.0585) sits firmly within the range of Phase 1 results. In this one case y v is actually smaller than the baseline value from Tracking Test T1, which may be due to participants learning how to track better over time. In Phase 2 FMI-RC, GB-RC, and HPF increase y v by an average of 27%, 31%, and 37%, respectively.
In summary, these results confirm that RC can suppress tremor more than the leading conventional approach. However, voluntary distortion is greater. The ability of the ZPHP filter to reduce this distortion will now be examined.
B. Effects of ZPHP Filter on Voluntary Distortion
In this section, the second RC design of Section V-B2 employing the ZPHP filter F H is evaluated to confirm properties of Theorem 4. From the data in Table I , it is apparent that adding the ZPHP filter contributes to a decrease in y v in all cases of RC: for Phase 1 the average decrease in y v are 21.8% and 18.7% for FMI-RC and GB-RC, respectively. In contrast, there is only one significant reduction when the ZPHP filter is used with HPF, which is for Participant 2 (the same participant where the highest decrease in y v occurred for the RC approaches). Phase 2 results are similar: the average decrease in y v are 18% and 15% for FMI-RC and GB-RC, respectively, and no improvement occurs for the HPF case.
The results show that y v is decreased by an average of 22.7% and 33.5% in Participant 1 and Participant 2 for FMI-RC cases. In addition, ZPHP filter can produce a decrease of 32.8% and 30.4% in y v in Participant 2 and Participant 3 for GB-RC cases. In Participant 4, the decrease in y v ranges from 7.7% to 15.7% for RC cases. Thus these results confirm that the ZPHP filter is able to reduce the interference of RC approaches with voluntary action. However, the ZPHP filter may cause a slight increase in y t in some cases since adding the ZPHP filter shapes the frequency response of S(q) and leads to a slight increase in the gain of |S(q)| at the tremor frequency. In contrast, in several cases the ZPHP filter actually leads to a reduction in y t (see Participant 4) . Fig. 8 contains representative results showing that RC can suppress tremor effectively when the ZPHP filter is added. These results illustrate that adding a filter enables faster and more accurate tracking due to the lack of interference.
VII. CONCLUSION
The aim of this paper was first to develop a feedback RC system for suppressing an induced tremor at a single peak frequency by means of FES. The second aim was to establish its effect on patients' voluntary motion, and subsequently eliminate this interference. A framework has been developed which enables a wide range of RC schemes to be employed for tremor suppression. This framework comprises a model structure, linearizing controller, identification procedure, and a mechanism to preserve voluntary action. A clinically relevant system identification procedure has first been developed including both nonlinear and linear dynamics. Then two linear RC algorithms, GB-RC, and FMI-RC, have been designed based on the identified model and tested using a wrist rig. An experimental study evaluated the approach with both neurologically intact and neurologically impaired participants. This assessed the ability of RC algorithms for suppressing tremor and their effect on voluntary motion.
The test results show that RC is more effective than conventional filtering techniques for tremor suppression. However, RC was shown to interfere with voluntary motion, leading to impairment in wrist movements. Thus a ZPHP filter was designed and implemented to reduce this distortion in the intended movement. The experiments confirmed that the inclusion of the ZPHP filter led to minimal interference in voluntary motion but may cause a mild reduction in tremor suppression. Compared with results in [22] using the previous RC approach whose aim was purely to show feasibility, the results confirm significant improvement in tremor suppression (from 12% to over 80%), as well as reduced distortion of voluntary motion. This has been achieved by applying the comprehensive design and implementation framework developed in this paper.
VIII. FUTURE WORK
Future work will focus on extending the model to include the elbow and shoulder joints, using forms that have previously proved successfully in FES assistive technology (see [47] ). The proposed control approach can be applied to this case by expanding the linearizing control component to embed state feedback or input-output linearization action, prior to multi-in multiout (MIMO) RC design. In this way, the same philosophy naturally extends to the entire upper limb (e.g., both FMI-RC and GB-RC transparently extend to MIMO dynamics). Such expansions to more complex, coupled dynamics inevitably amplify the effect of model uncertainty. This can be addressed by selecting and tuning the RC approaches to focus on robustness rather than convergence speed, as has been discussed in this paper.
A related issue is to embed robustness to an unknown or varying tremor frequency. Such nonstationary tremors are particularly common in subjects presenting intention tremor. This may be tackled by adding additional RC update terms of the form considered in this paper, each designed for a slightly different tremor frequency [48] . Analysis then shows how the range of stabilized frequencies correspondingly enlarges. Alternatively, the estimation-based multiple-model switched adaptive RC (MMSRC) approach in [49] can be applied. This can guarantee stability for an arbitrary amount of uncertainty in the underlying dynamics and also in the tremor frequency. The MMSRC structure encompasses a bank of RC controllers (each designed for a different "candidate model," following the procedure in this paper), and an associated bank of Kalman filters which decide on which controller is switched into closed loop. MMSRC automatically switches in the controller that corresponds to the candidate model and tremor frequency that best fit the observed data (i.e., with no need for further identification or tuning). Moreover, the set of candidate models can be chosen to encompass the alternative forms of internal model suggested in Remark 5, since these may especially benefit from the guaranteed robustness margins of MMSRC. Likewise, the set of candidate models can also be designed to include possible models of neural dynamics, as proposed in Remark 2. If sufficient such models are included, this allows the FES tremor suppression to function accurately in the presence of FES-dependent voluntary action, while avoiding the difficulty in explicitly identifying the neural dynamics.
The next stage of assessment will comprise a preclinical evaluation with a statistically significant number of MS patients diagnosed with intention tremor. This will confirm feasibility and inform subsequent clinical study design. Evaluation of tremor will take place outside the wrist rig to capture the degree of out-of-plane movement. This population will also enable thorough investigation into the RC robustness and design extensions highlighted in this paper, including performance with faster tremor and the effect and compensation of neural dynamics on the FES control action (see 1 and 2) .
Following this, future work will focus on developing a wearable tremor suppression system. This will exploit recent developments in fabric FES electrodes [50] , miniature electronics, and sensors.
